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with various binding partners
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Basigin, also called CD147 or EMMPRIN, is a trans-
membrane glycoprotein that belongs to the immuno-
globulin superfamily. Basigin has isoforms; the
common form (basigin or basigin-2) has two immuno-
globulin domains, and the extended form (basigin-1)
has three. Basigin is the receptor for cyclophilins,
S100A9 and platelet glycoprotein VI, whereas basi-
gin-1 serves as the receptor for the rod-derived cone
viability factor. Basigin tightly associates with mono-
carboxylate transporters and is essential for their cell
surface translocation and activities. In the same mem-
brane plane, basigin also associates with other proteins
including GLUT1, CD44 and CD98. The carbohydrate
portion of basigin is recognized by lectins, such as
galectin-3 and E-selectin. These molecular recognitions
form the basis for the role of basigin in the transport of
nutrients, migration of inflammatory leukocytes and in-
duction of matrix metalloproteinases. Basigin is import-
ant in vision, spermatogenesis and other physiological
phenomena, and plays significant roles in the pathogen-
esis of numerous diseases, including cancer. Basigin is
also the receptor for an invasive protein RH5, which is
present in malaria parasites.

Keywords: basigin/cyclophilins/glycoproteins/im-
munoglobulin superfamily/monocarboxylate
transporters.

Abbreviations: BSG, basigin; EGF, epidermal growth
factor; GLUT, glucose transporter; GPVI, platelet
glycoprotein VI; Ig, immunoglobulin; MCT, mono-
carboxylate transporter; MMP, matrix metalloprotei-
nase; RdCVF, rod-derived cone viability factor;
VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor.

The immunoglobulin (Ig) superfamily consists of pro-
teins with at least one Ig domain and plays essential
roles in intercellular communication (1). Basigin (BSG)
(2), also called CD147 or EMMPRIN (3), is a member
of the Ig superfamily and is important in numerous
physiological and pathological phenomena. It is a
highly glycosylated transmembrane protein and recog-
nizes molecules in the same cells, especially in the same
membrane (cis-recognition), and those located extra-
cellularly (trans-recognition) (Fig. 1).

Reflecting its pleiotrophic functions, BSG was found
independently from various viewpoints and was given
many different names, such as gp42, BSG, HT7, neu-
rothelin, OX-47, M6, 5A11 and EMMPRIN (4�7).
Furthermore, the Ok(a) blood group is carried by
BSG (8). The symbol of the human BSG gene provided
by Human Genome Organisation is BSG, and the gene
and protein name is basigin (Ok blood group). As a
leukocyte differentiation antigen, the Cluster of
Differentiation Nomenclature gave CD147 to BSG.

BSG and two other transmembrane proteins, embi-
gin (9, 10) and neuroplastin (11), have closely related
structures and form a distinct family in the Ig super-
family. Although the founding member of this family
is embigin (9), it is appropriate to call this family the
BSG family because BSG has been studied in more
detail from physiological and pathological aspects.

The present review intends to provide concise and
up-to-date knowledge on BSG. An emphasis is placed
on molecular interactions between BSG and its binding
partners, as well as the roles of these interactions in
various physiological and pathological processes.
Previous reviews on BSG are also available (4�7).

Structure

BSG is located on chromosome 19 at p13.3 (12) and
consists of ten exons spanning approximately 12 kb.
The BSG gene has been detected in all vertebrates
examined to date and is also present in Drosophila
melanogaster (13) and Schistosoma. Although the
BSG family in mammals consists of three members,
BSG is the sole member in D.melanogaster (13).

There are isoforms in human BSG (14, 15) generated
by differential splicing and differences in transcription
initiation sites. Basigin-1 (BSG1) has three Ig domains
and has been identified as the retina-specific form (16).
Basigin-2 (BSG2) is the common form and has two Ig
domains (Fig. 2). Due to its wide distribution, BSG2 is
simply referred to as BSG in this review.

Ig domains are classified into V-set, C1- and C2-sets
and I-set, which is intermediate of V- and C-sets. The
steric structure of the extracellular portion of BSG was
determined by X-ray crystallography and NMR spec-
troscopy (17�19). Consequently, the Ig domains of
BSG (Fig. 2) were assigned as follows: D0, I-set; D1,
C2-set; D2, I-set.

The transmembrane region consisting of 23 amino
acids is highly conserved among species and among
members of the BSG family (13, 20) (Fig. 3). The com-
plete conservation of Glu in the middle of the trans-
membrane region is noteworthy. This feature implies
that intramembrane association between BSG and the
neighbouring molecule is important for BSG function.
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Except for the transmembrane and juxtamembrane
cytoplasmic regions, human and D.melanogaster BSG
have only moderate homology, and many amino acids
conserved between the BSG family members from a
certain mammalian species are not conserved between
human and D.melanogaster BSG (Fig. 3).

Molecular Interactions

Monocarboxylate transporters
The finding of tight associations of BSG with mono-
carboxylate transporters (MCTs) was a breakthrough
in BSG research. MCTs catalyse the transport of sub-
stituted short-chain fatty acids, such as lactate, pyru-
vate and ketone bodies, across the plasma membrane.
There are four isoforms (MCT1�MCT4) with different
modes of expression and with distinct substrate and
inhibitor affinities (21).

MCTs directly bind to BSG and its family members
in the same membrane. MCT1, MCT3 and MCT4 use
BSG as the ancillary protein (21, 22), whereas MCT2
uses embigin (23), neuroplastin (11), and in the sper-
matozoa, BSG (24). Embigin also binds to MCT1
when BSG is absent, as has been reported in rat
erythrocytes (25). Evidence for binding has been ob-
tained using indirect immunoprecipitation, chemical
crosslinking and immunostaining. The transmembrane
and cytoplasmic regions of BSG are essential and suf-
ficient for association with MCT1 (22). Fluorescent
resonance energy transfer studies have revealed that
BSG forms a dimer when it binds to MCT1 (26).

As shown in co-transfection experiments, BSG
serves as a chaperone required for the plasma
membrane translocation of MCTs (22). BSG also has
been concluded to be necessary for the expression of
MCT activities, as the target of an MCT inhibitor, p-
chloromercuribenzene sulphonate, is not MCTs, but
BSG (23). As described above, BSG plays critical
roles in energy metabolism by associating with
MCTs. The tight association between BSG and
MCTs is consistent with the high level of expression
of BSG in metabolically active cells, such as tumour
cells and activated lymphocytes (22).

The physiological significance of MCT�BSG inter-
actions was confirmed in studies using BSG-deficient
mice, in which both cone and rod visual functions were
severely affected from an early age (27). However,
photoreceptor cells retained the normal morphology
until 8 weeks after birth. Thereafter, they degenerated
gradually and mostly disappeared by 41 weeks of age.
Thus, functional abnormalities preceded morpho-
logical abnormalities. The cause of this unusual pheno-
type was clarified by analysing MCTs.

Muller glial cells in the retina depend primarily on
glycolysis and export lactate, which is taken up by
photoreceptor cells as an important energy source.
This intercellular cooperation is mediated by MCTs.
In BSG-deficient mice, MCT1 was almost completely
lost from the retina, with trace amounts remaining in
intracellular aggregates (28). In these mice, MCT3 also
disappeared from the site of its restricted location,

Fig. 2 Schematic presentation of two BSG isoforms, basigin-1

(BSG1) and basigin-2 (BSG) (14�18). TM, transmembrane region;
hexagons, carbohydrates presumed to be linked to Asn-glycosylation
sites.

Fig. 1 BSG recognizes various molecules in both cis and trans
manners. BSG or BSG1 is illustrated in a blue colour, and repre-
sentative binding partners are shown. In trans-recognition, either a
soluble protein (red) or protein on an adjacent cell (pale green) binds
to BSG. In cis-recognition, BSG binds to proteins in the same cell,
especially in the same membrane, such as a transporter (green) or
receptor (orange). Names of some of these proteins are written in
this figure.
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namely, the basolateral membrane of the retinal pig-
ment epithelium. Thus, the loss of BSG results in def-
icits in the cell-surface translocation of MCTs, leading
to their degradation. The marked decreases in MCTs
cause deficits in visual functions through energy deple-
tion, followed by the death of the affected cells.

Rod-derived cone viability factor and GLUT1
In the retina, rod photoreceptors secrete rod-derived
cone viability factor (RdCVF), which is a truncated
thioredoxin-like protein without enzymatic activity
and enhances the survival of cone photoreceptors. As
patients with retinitis pigmentosa suffer gradual degen-
eration of cone photoreceptors, RdCVF has the poten-
tial to become a therapeutic for this disease. Recently,
the receptor for RdCVF has been found to be BSG1,
the extended form specific for the retina (29).
Furthermore, BSG1 binds to GLUT1, which is a glu-
cose transporter with 12 membrane-spanning regions
(29). Importantly, RdCVF-mediated glucose uptake in
cone-enriched cultures was shown to be suppressed by
the knockdown of BSG1. Based on these findings, the
following mechanism of RdCVF action has come out.
RdCVF binds to BSG1 on the surface of cone photo-
receptors and enhances the activity of GLUT1, thereby
promoting the survival of these cells because of the
abundance of energy source in the cell. The mode of
action of RdCVF fits the molecular characteristics of
BSG.

CD44 and epidermal growth factor receptor
CD44, the major hyaluronan receptor, is present in a
supramolecular complex containing BSG and MCTs
(30). Furthermore, the enhanced expression of BSG
triggers the formation of a lipid raft-associated supra-
molecular complex containing BSG, CD44 and epider-
mal growth factor (EGF) receptor (6, 31). Hyaluronan
promotes invasive properties of tumour cells,

and appears to stabilize and enhance the activity of
the supramolecular complex (6). Indeed, the inhibition
of hyaluronan functions by hyaluronan oligosacchar-
ides was reported to suppress functions of MCTs and
EGF receptor in the supramolecular complex (6, 30,
31).

Integrins, CD43, CD98, c-secretase, NOD2 and c-
catenin
Interactions with integrins are particularly important
in considering BSG signalling. Integrins a3b1 and a6b1
were co-immunoprecipitated with BSG from cell lys-
ates and also colocalized with BSG at the cell surface
(32). However, it remained unclear whether BSG binds
to integrins directly or indirectly through other mol-
ecules. Although a binding site was detected between
BSG and b1-integrin, this site was favourable for trans-
binding, and not for cis-binding (33).

At least four molecules can mediate interactions be-
tween BSG and integrins: CD98, CD43, MCT4 and
galectin-3. BSG directly binds to CD98 (34), which
covalently binds to amino acid transporters and asso-
ciates with integrins. Therefore, BSG can interact with
integrins through CD98. Functional interactions be-
tween CD98, integrins and BSG were also proposed
following an analysis of antibody-induced cell aggre-
gation (35). On the other hand, a sialoglycoprotein,
CD43, associates with BSG and LFA-1, a leukocyte
integrin (36). Furthermore, MCT4, but not MCT1
binds b1-integrin in epithelial cell lines (37). Thus,
MCT4 can mediate an indirect association between
BSG and integrins. Galectin-3, a lectin, will be
described later.

The functional interactions between integrins and
BSG are quite evident in D.melanogaster. Notably,
abnormalities in intracellular structures caused by
BSG mutations in flies are enhanced by integrin muta-
tions (13). Furthermore, BSG cooperates with an

Fig. 3 Deduced protein sequence of human BSG precursor (20). An arrow indicates the cleavage site of the signal sequence (3). A broad line
indicates the transmembrane region, whereas thin lines show putative disulphide bridges. Open stars ( ), amino acids conserved between human
and Drosophila BSG (13); closed stars (ƒ), amino acids conserved between human, mouse, and Drosophila BSG, mouse embigin and rat
neuroplastin; open circles (�), amino acids conserved between human and mouse BSG, mouse embigin and rat neuroplastin, but not in
Drosophila BSG (10, 13). The juxtamembrane cytoplasmic region conserved between human and Drosophila BSG is involved in regulation of the
cytoskeletal structure (48).
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integrin in apposition of extraembryonic membranes
(38).

Other molecules which interact with BSG in a cis
manner include the g-secretase complex (39) and
NOD2 (40). The g-secretase complex cleaves the
b-amyloid precursor protein within the plasma
membrane, leading to the production of amyloid
b-peptides, which accumulate in amyloid plaques
found in patients with Alzheimer’s disease. The deple-
tion of BSG by an RNA interference enhances the
production of amyloid b-peptides. Thus, the role of
BSG in this complex is to suppress the enzymatic ac-
tivity (39). An external signal to BSG is expected to
alter the suppressive activity. NOD2, a cytoplasmic
protein, is a component of the innate immune
system, and the effect of BSG on this protein is also
suppressive (40).

Finally, in vascular endothelial cells, the cytoplasmic
tail of BSG binds to g-catenin, which associates with
Nm23, a nucleotide diphosphate kinase capable of
producing ATP (41). In BSG-deficient mice, endothe-
lial junctions were found to be altered, partly due to
impairment of actomyosin contractions caused by
lower ATP levels.

Cyclophilins
Among the molecules that bind to BSG extracellularly
and transmit their signals, cyclophilin A has been
examined in the most detail (5). This protein was ori-
ginally found as a receptor for an immunosuppressive
drug, cyclosporin A. Cyclophilin A is present intracel-
lularly and is also secreted in response to immunolo-
gical stimuli. The secreted cyclophilin A exhibits
chemotactic activity for neutrophils, eosinophils and
T cells. BSG was found to be the major signalling re-
ceptor for cyclophilin A and its related molecule,
cyclophilin B (5, 42). Binding between BSG and cyclo-
philin A is not strong (18) and appears to be transi-
tional in nature. Cyclophilin A typically binds to
heparan sulphate, a heparin-like polysaccharide, and
then to BSG (5, 42). In a subset of T cells, syndecan-
1, a proteoglycan with heparan sulphate, binds to BSG
in a cis manner (43). A pretreatment with an antibody
to syndecan-1 or the knockdown of syndecan-1 mark-
edly reduced cellular responsiveness to cyclophilin B.
Therefore, syndecan-1 is important in BSG signalling
and appears to form a receptor complex with
BSG. The downstream signalling system after
cyclophilin�BSG binding most likely involves inter-
actions with integrins because the main response
observed after cyclophilin treatments is enhancement
of cell migration.

GPVI, S100A9 and apolipoprotein D
Other proteins also utilize BSG as their receptors.
Platelet glycoprotein VI (GPVI) binds to BSG with a
Kd of 88 nM (44). The rolling of ADP-stimulated
platelets is significantly enhanced on immobilized
BSG-Fc than on Fc. Therefore, the BSG�GPVI inter-
action may be important for platelet rolling and
adhesion.

S100A9 is a component of the heterodimeric pro-
tein, calprotectin, which is released during tissue

damage and is implicated in inflammation and metas-
tasis. The receptor for S100A9 has been found to be
BSG (45). Blockage of BSG expression suppressed the
effects of S100A9 in melanoma cells, namely, the pro-
motion of cell migration and enhanced secretion of
cytokines and matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs).
Therefore, the tumour-promoting effects of calprotec-
tin are mediated by BSG (45). The downstream sig-
nalling system utilizes tumour necrosis factor
receptor-associated factor 2.

Moreover, apolipoprotein D, which transports small
lipophilic molecules, binds to BSG for internalization
(46).

Homophilic interactions
The members of the Ig superfamily, to which BSG
belongs, frequently exhibit hemophilic associations.
However, co-immunoprecipitation of tagged BSG re-
vealed that homophilic association of BSG occurs only
in the same membrane (cis-recognition) and is
mediated by the D1 domain (47). Nevertheless, trans-
fection with D.melanogester BSG leads to cell aggrega-
tion of the recipient cells (48). Interaction of BSG with
external BSG (trans-recognition) might happen when
BSG forms a dimer (14) or cooperates with another
molecule, such as galectin-3. In contrast to conven-
tional BSG, BSG1 appears to exhibit homophilic
trans-associations; the Kd value is approximately
40 mM, which is typical for interactions between mem-
brane proteins (49).

Carbohydrate recognition
BSG has three Asn glycosylation sites (20), to which
high mannose-type and complex-type glycans are
linked (50). High mannose-type glycans are composed
of mannose and N-acetylglucosamine, while complex-
type glycans have outer chains containing sialic acid,
galactose and N-acetylglucosamine. Importantly, poly-
N-acetyllactosamine (a repeating structure of galactose
and N-acetylglucosamine) is present in an outer chain,
the so-called b1,6-branch, of BSG glycans (51).
Galectin-3 recognizes poly-N-acetyllactosamine,
which is located not only in glycans of BSG but also
in those of other proteins including b1-integrin.
Therefore, galectin-3 can associate BSG with BSG
itself, or with other proteins such as b1-integrin, in
both cis and trans manners, and is important for
BSG signalling (52, 53).

In the kidney, BSG serves as a major carrier of a
carbohydrate ligand for E-selectin, which initiates the
first step of neutrophil recruitment (54). BSG also car-
ries a glycan involved in spermatogenesis, which is dis-
cussed in the next section (55). Furthermore, the lectin
domain of endo180 recognizes glycans of BSG, prob-
ably the high mannose-type one (56). Glycans in BSG
are also important for the cell-surface expression of
BSG (50).

Physiological Activities

Reproduction and development
BSG plays important roles in reproduction and devel-
opment. Male and female BSG-deficient mice are both
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sterile (57, 58). Regarding male sterility, most sperm-
atocytes in the deficient mice are arrested at the meta-
phase of the first meiosis and degenerate. A few
spermatocytes differentiate into early spermatids, but
none to sperm (57). The molecular basis for this deficit
has not been elucidated in detail, and may include im-
paired MCT actions and failed integrin signalling.
Interestingly, BSG is a carrier of a carbohydrate
ligand with exposed N-acetylglucosamine (55). This
ligand mediates germ cell adhesion to Sertoli cells
and is essential for spermatogenesis (59). In BSG-
deficient mice, this ligand is greatly decreased (55),
raising a possibility that the decrease is a significant
reason of male sterility.

Female sterility has been attributed to impaired abil-
ity of fertilization and implantation (58). In support of
the above conclusion, BSG is strongly expressed in
cumulus cells, which aid the function of oocytes, as
well as in the endometrial epithelium of the uterus
and the trophectoderm of blastocysts, both of which
interact at the time of implantation (57, 58).
Furthermore, BSG changes gene expression profiles
in uterine stromal cells, which are important for im-
plantation (60).

A large portion of BSG-deficient embryos are lethal,
and BSG-deficient mice, when born, are small and fre-
quently die before reaching adulthood (57). The major
cause of embryonic lethality appears to be failed im-
plantation (57). This deficit is influenced by the genetic
background of the deficient embryos (61).

BSG is also important for the development of the
meibomian gland, which contributes to maintain the
condition of the ocular surface (62), and cell inter-
actions during tooth development necessary for
enamel mineralization (63).

The sensory and nervous systems
BSG plays important roles in the function of the sen-
sory and nervous systems. As described before, BSG is
essential for the survival and function of photorecep-
tors through the plasma membrane expression of
MCTs in photoreceptors (27, 28) and enhancement
of GLUT1 activity in cone photoreceptors (29).
Furthermore, the destruction of BSG genes in mice
(64) and D.melanogaster (13) leads to insensitivity to
irritating odours.

BSG-deficient mice also display various behavioural
abnormalities, some, but not all of which can be ex-
plained by deficits in sensory organs (65). This finding
is consistent with strong expression of BSG in sub-
regions of the brain, including the hippocampal forma-
tion and amygdala (66). As the molecular basis of BSG
action in the nervous system, the association with
MCTs is expected to be also important, as neurons
and glial cells cooperate in energy metabolism through
the efflux and uptake of lactate. Furthermore, in the
synapses of D.melanogaster, BSG is known to be es-
sential for regulating the distribution of synaptic ves-
icles and vesicle release (48). In BSG mutant flies, these
regulatory functions are impaired, with concomitant
disturbances in the actin network. A short segment
of the juxtamembrane cytoplasmic region (Fig. 3) is
required for this BSG function.

Immunological responses
BSG is involved in the regulation of immune re-
sponses, as suggested by earlier observations that
BSG became strongly expressed in activated lympho-
cytes (5). Anti-BSG antibodies and BSG-knock down
reagents show various effects on lymphocyte activities
in vitro (5). Importantly, lymphocytes from BSG-
deficient mice are more active in mixed lymphocyte
reactions, indicating the suppressive role of BSG in
this process (64). Recent studies have revealed that
BSG suppresses T-cell receptor-dependent activation
of T cells in general and is also involved in T-cell de-
velopment in the thymus (67). BSG exerts the suppres-
sive effects by inhibiting nuclear factor of activated
T-cells (68). Consistent with its suppressive role, BSG
is a marker for a subpopulation of activated human
regulatory T cells with highly suppressive activity (69).
BSG is also important for the recruitment of
neutrophils to injured tissues because it is the major
receptor for cyclophilins (5) and acts as a carrier of the
E-selectin ligand (54).

Diseases

Malignant tumours
BSG is overexpressed in a broad range of human ma-
lignant tumours (6, 70). Furthermore, BSG activities in
tumour cells are considered to be enhanced by the
tumour-associated overexpression of glycans with
binding activity to galectin-3 (71), hyaluronan, which
is abundant in the tumour microenvironment and is
recognized by CD44 (6), and MCT4, which is prefer-
entially expressed in tumour cells and binds to integ-
rins (37). BSG promotes invasive properties,
proliferation, and survival of tumour cells (6).
Thus, the overexpression of BSG in tumours is gener-
ally regarded as an unfavourable prognostic marker
(6, 7, 70).

BSG acts through multiple molecular mechanisms in
tumour cells. Firstly, it is required for the expression of
MCT activities (22), and is also likely to be involved in
MCT activation by receiving signals from CD44 and
hyaluronan (6). The enhanced activity of MCTs, espe-
cially MCT4, is necessary for tumour cells, as they
heavily rely on aerobic glycolysis and need to rapidly
remove the resulting lactate in order to maintain intra-
cellular pH. Thus, enhanced MCT activity accounts
for a significant portion of the growth-, survival- and
invasion-promoting activities of BSG in tumour cells
(6, 72, 73).

Furthermore, BSG enhances the production of
MMPs (74), vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF) (75) and hyaluronan (6) by tumour cells, con-
tributing to increased migration and proliferation of
these cells and angiogenesis. These activities of BSG
most likely depend on cis-interaction with integrins
and the downstream signalling systems (33) and/or
interactions with EGF receptor and the downstream
signalling cascade (6, 31).

A detailed study has been performed on the role of
BSG in myeloma cells (76). B-cell malignancies such as
multiple myeloma frequently colonize bone marrow.
This colonization is mediated by cyclophilin A and
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BSG. Thus, cyclophilin A secreted by endothelial cells
in the blood vessels of bone marrow attracts myeloma
cells, which strongly express BSG, the major cyclophi-
lin A receptor. In support of the above conclusion, an
anti-BSG antibody was found to suppress colonization
and proliferation of multiple myeloma cells in an
in vivo scaffold system.

BSG in tumour cells is also involved in epithelial
mesenchymal transition, the formation of invadopodia
and chemoresistance (6). The interaction between BSG
and P-glycoprotein may be important for chemoresis-
tance (77).

BSG not only acts within tumour cells but also to
adjacent normal cells. As was originally reported, BSG
induces the production of MMPs in mesenchymal cells
in order to assist tumour invasion (3). It also induces
VEGF and its receptor in endothelial cells, thereby
enhancing angiogenesis (75, 78). The major active prin-
ciple in these cases may be a BSG dimer or oligomers
(14), which are either shed from the cells after proteo-
lytic cleavage (79) or are present in extracellular ves-
icles (80). The cell-surface receptor for external BSG
has not been established; it may be BSG itself (14) or
integrins (33). Furthermore, some other molecules
such as galectin-3 (52, 53) may play important roles
in the recognition.

As BSG is important for growth, survival and inva-
sion of tumour cells, anti-BSG reagents, such as anti-
BSG antibodies, peptide fragments of BSG and
siRNAs directed to BSG are being explored as anti-
tumour therapeutics (7, 70)

Infectious diseases
BSG also plays critical roles in certain infectious dis-
eases, such as malaria. Erythrocyte invasion is central
to the pathogenesis of malaria by Plasmodium falcip-
arum, the most lethal malaria parasite, and is mediated
by several molecular interactions between membrane
proteins on the parasite and those on erythrocytes (7).
RH5 is the only parasite protein that is essential to
invasion by all strains of the parasite examined to
date. The binding partner of RH5 has been discovered
to be BSG (81). The precise structure of the complex
between RH5 and BSG has been elucidated, revealing
amino acid residues in RH5 essential for binding to
BSG (82). This knowledge will assist in developing a
potent vaccine to prevent malaria. Furthermore, an
anti-BSG antibody may become a therapeutic for
drug-resistant malaria, as it was shown to rapidly
clear an established P.falciparum blood-stage infection
without any overt toxicity in an in vivo infection
model (83).

Neisseria meningitidis is a bacterium with the poten-
tial to cause meningitis epidemics. After entering the
bloodstream, this bacterium may rapidly induce fatal
septic shock. Its adhesion to vascular endothelial cells
is the initial step in its invasion into the bloodstream
and is mediated by interactions between the pilus
components of the bacterium and BSG on endothelial
cells (84).

BSG also facilitates HIV-1 infection by interacting
with cyclophilin A associated with the virus and serves
as a receptor for measles virus on epithelial cells by

binding to cyclophilin B in the virions (5, 7).
Furthermore, BSG enhances the intracellular invasion
of Listeria monocytogenes by suppressing NOD2 (40).

Other diseases
Using experimental models, BSG has been shown to be
involved in many other diseases, such as rheumatoid
arthritis, myocardial infarction, multiple sclerosis and
renal fibrosis (5, 7, 85). The most frequently observed
route is through the cyclophilin�BSG axis (5), which
enhances the migration of inflammatory leukocytes. In
addition, the enhanced adhesion of platelets to vascu-
lar walls mediated by the GPVI�BSG interaction leads
to vascular inflammation and then to atherosclerosis
through monocyte recruitment (44). The E-selectin
ligand on BSG also contributes to enhanced inflamma-
tion (54). Importantly, antibodies to BSG frequently
suppress the development of the above-mentioned dis-
eases in models, and thus are promising as therapeutics
for these diseases (5, 7).

On the other hand, BSG inhibits the pathogenesis of
lupus nephritis by suppressing the development of
interleukin-17-producing T cells (86).

Concluding Remarks

BSG serves as receptors for several molecules through
trans-recognition using its Ig domains and also inter-
acts with numerous molecules through cis-recognition,
which is largely intramembranous. A typical mode of
action of BSG is receiving a signal through trans-rec-
ognition, and transducing it through cis-recognition, as
in the case for the action of RdCVF through BSG1,
and probably in the action of cyclophilins. The key to
BSG functions is cis-recognition, as illustrated by tight
associations with MCTs. Concerning cis-recognition,
still much remain to be elucidated, including compo-
nents of the supramolecular complex containing BSG
and the dynamics of their associations.
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